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Message of the Secretary

Justice Secretar y
MENARDO I. GUEVARRA
When I took the helm of leading the men and women of
this Department, I asked them to work with me hand in
hand in “restoring the dignified and respectable image” of
this prestigious institution. Months into, I was astounded to
witness their dedication, the fervor to see to the end the
responsibility they were charged with, Providing justice to
fellow countrymen in their own way is undeniably a duty
they all took to heart.
This 2018 Annual Report chronicles the triumphs and
milestones of the DOJ and its attached agencies. Each
accomplishment is valuable; no achievement is too small
with all of us working towards a common goal.
I would like to express my gratitude to all my colleagues,
who, through their zealousness and hard work, will bring
this Department to greater heights.
Rest assured that the Department will persistently
champion meaningful reforms in pursuit of its very
mandate “To Uphold the Rule of Law.”
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Quotes from the Secretary’s Speeches

“We must begin to accept the reality that collaboration
does not require compromising our institutional
independence. We must warm up to the thought that
justice can be served better when our criminal justice
system ceases to be fragmented and when those
who are tasked to administer it become genuinely
interdependent.”
“After all, whenever there is miscarriage of justice,
the public we serve care less which agency is at fault.
When the administration of justice fails, all the pillars of
our justice system become party to its failure.”

First Week as Justice Secretary
18 APRIL 2018

“There will be no let up in your DOJ's efforts to give no
quarters to criminals, particularly drug pushers and
terrorists. We will fully pursue President Duterte's
mandate to us the day I was sworn into office.”

121st Anniversary of the DOJ
26 SEPT EMB ER 2 018

“We shall all work as equals, with neither seniority nor
hierarchy. The superiority we shall recognize is the
superiority of ideas and the correctness of thought
and of our moral compass. ”
“We cannot afford a single bystander in our midst. We
are touted as guardians of the rule of law. And that, we
shall strive hard to be—through hard work and
dedication, irrespective of the sacrifices and personal
costs it demands from us. ”

Launch of Cebu City as a Justice Zone
OCTOB ER 2018

“When a zone is constituted, a need to set a definite
space apart from the rest is affirmed. The constitution
of a zone is a critique against the status quo, against
the conditions that prevail outside the zone. More
pointedly, a zone is created that it may be set apart
as an exemplar for everything else.”
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Manila Dialogue: Making Real the Possibility
of a World Free of Trafficking
0 6 D EC E M B E R 201 8

“The threat of trafficking is real and imminent. It is a
threat that respects no law or boundaries. It is a threat
that may only be contained by people whose
sacrifices create a protective shield around every
human person, regardless of color, nationality, creed,
gender or age.”

“Those who traffic our citizens — especially the most vulnerable members of our
communities — most often have in their arsenal resources and technology far more
advanced and sophisticated than some countries.”
“Behind them are countless people from around the world whose prurient and immoral
demands and avarice provide stable financing for the trafficking of our citizens. It is this
advantage that allows traffickers to slip past the radar of many governments.”
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Addressing the Deficit in Justice Delivery Through Alternative
Dispute Resolution (ADR)
“ADR makes room for the possibility that parties in conflict may — in varying degrees –
be both right, such that a win-win solution may be crafted. ADR acknowledges the
notion that those in conflict are themselves knowledgeable enough to untangle
themselves from their dispute, that they are mature enough to find common a ground
upon which the seeds of compromise may eventually sprout.”
“More importantly, it’s mainstreaming forces into the consciousness of the public the
notion that in some classes of cases, justice is birthed in middle grounds that
accommodate compromise and amicable settlement. The stronger this consciousness
holds sway over our populace, the less deficit there will be in the delivery of justice by our
courts and offices.”
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The Secretary Reorganizes the Justice Department
A litigator, academic and scholar for the most part of his
career, Menardo l. Guevarra took the helm at the Justice
Department with great hesitation. He knew the grave
responsibility of a Justice Secretary and the
not-so-flattering reputation of the Department he was
asked to lead.
But as soon as he accepted his appointment, a strong
determination to shake the status quo immediately
replaced his once hesitation. He reorganized the
Department into four functional clusters — Law
Enforcement, Legal, Priority Initiatives and Special Concerns, and Corrections - each to be supervised and
managed by an undersecretary. He reinstituted seniority in the National Prosecution Service (NPS), and pending
appointment by the President of a prosecutor general, designated the most Senior Deputy State Prosecutor
(SDSP) - (DSP) Richard Fadullon as Officer-in-Charge of the NPS.
Reorganization is commonplace in every change in leadership. But Sec. Guevarra insisted on a reorganization
based on integrity, fitness, and merit over affinity, affiliation, or hierarchy. When he introduced his hand-picked
Undersecretaries and Assistant Secretary to the Department, he proudly remarked that none of them was
affiliated with a fraternity. In his speech during the Department's anniversary in September 2018, he said "There
shall be neither passive leadership nor blind obedience amongst us. We shall work as equals, with neither
seniority nor hierarchy. The superiority we shall recognize is the superiority of ideas and the correctness of
thought and of our moral compass"
Such rhetoric and symbolic gestures, while for the most part inspiring, may
sound empty and hollow if not matched by concrete results. But the new
Justice Secretary's acts reaffirm his vision for the department.
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In June 2018, he voided the Bureau of Immigration's (BI) order forfeiting the visa issued to Patricia Fox, an
Australian missionary alleged to have engaged in partisan political activity. He found the Bl without legal
authority to forfeit visas. And while the Bl sought to justitý its order on supposed pronouncements by the
President against the stay of the foreign missionary, the Justice Secretary found no such Presidential directive
to have been issued. He instead ordered the Bl to strictly follow the law and its own rules in proceeding against
Fox.
He likewise ordered the complaint for alleged trading in illegal drugs against Peter Lim reinvestigated. The NPS
previously dismissed this complaint for lack of probable cause despite testimony in Congressional hearings
implicating Lim in the drug trade.
These early decisions, to name just a few, have given critics pause, and somehow restored trust in the
Department and in the impartiality and professionalism of those who run it. It cemented Sec. Guevarra's
reputation as a no-nonsense lawyer who puts primacy on the correctness of legal doctrine over any other
consideration. It also earned Guevarra popularity in the media.
But unlike some of his predecessors who easily warmed up to the limelight, the Justice Secretary has for the
most part shunned publicity. He has refused a number of media interviews, and has even appointed a
spokesperson to speak on behalf of the Department. In the two instances that he faced the media, he chose his
words meticulously, refusing to. resort to shortcuts and premature conclusions. He has repeatedly reiterated the
need to let due process take its course.
His deep-seated belief in due process and the need to hear contending sides before arriving at conclusions may
be anathema to popular demands for the Department to make decisions in a snap but Sec. Guevarra prefers
well-thought-out and well-reasoned decisions over hastily issued ones.
Nevertheless, to obviate delays in decision-making, he has emphasized mastery of the law and more diligent
preparation from those tasked to work on cases and legal questions.
He spends many hours at his office, attending to numerous meetings and often immersing himself in paperwork
until late in the evening. He often takes home boxes of paper work during weekends and usually returns edited
drafts with marginal notes and questions for drafters to answer or address.
This has not escaped the attention of the members of the
Department's staff. Also not lost on the staff is his usual
barrage of questions during meetings. "It's like being in
law school once again," quipped one who attended an
hour-long meeting with the Secretary.
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Such trial-type interrogation during meetings is to be expected from an academic and litigator. And as many get
accustomed to his style, those he calls to meetings make the necessary adjustments. Debates in the hallways
and cubicles now seem commonplace, as lawyers anticipate and prepare for the Secretary's quiz-type
interrogations to defend their recommended course of action. These debates prove crucial in discarding
arguments and reasoning short on logic and doctrine. More importantly, they force people to think and analyze
legal questions and cases more deeply, and test legal theories not only against the pragmatic realities on the
ground but more significantly against the rigors of logic and legal doctrine.
It's back to basics at the Department of Justice. And Guevarra, the academic turned justice secretary, will not
have it any other way.

With the appointment of new Justice Undersecretaries Emmeline Aglipay-Villar, Adrian Ferdinand S.
Sugay, Markk L. Perete, and Assistant Secretary Neal Vincent M. Bainto, the DOJ was reorganized into
four clusters: Law Enforcement; Legal Services and Liaison; and Priority Initiatives and Special
Concerns; Corrections.
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DOJAC: THE TIME HAS COME FOR ITS
INSTITUTIONALIZATION
In 2018, the DOJ Action Center or DOJAC has served nearly eleven thousand clients, or roughly 30 clients
per day.
Among them were Mr. and Mrs. Peter Allison who had a transaction dispute with Ms. Lita Siao involving
P500,000 worth of jewelry. DOJAC received this case and successfully concluded the case through
thoughtful and reasoned mediation. There was no need to unduly inconvenience the parties and add to the
backlog of cases in the courts; mediation was the right solution.
DOJAC is among the frontline agencies of the Department under the Office of the Secretary; it provides a
wide array of free legal services. It is an office at the forefront of the constant battle against red tape and
administering public service.
Of the 10,851 cases it processed in 2018, 5,385 to be exact, were from walk-in clients who put their faith and
trust in the DOJ, hoping for an expedient and just resolution to their problems.
Senior citizens, 937 of them, sought DOJAC legal aid. A handful but notable 190 cases involved
gender-sensitive issues, and 53 persons with disability were served.
Many took the effort to either write letters (1,572) or send emails (1,547) to the DOJAC. Some 347 phoned in
their concerns.
In 1,409 instances, swift action of other agencies were needed after being endorsed accordingly by DOJAC.
Meanwhile, DOJAC prepared 591 documents to bring satisfactory conclusion to certain legal concerns .
Each number represents case of real people who trusted their government and whom the DOJAC served
with competence and compassion.
Given the massive and growing workload the DOJAC deals with yearly since 1985, the office intends to
sustain and expand the free legal counseling assistance through its Official Facebook Page.
To stay technologically-relevant and able, DOJAC intends to reduce paper-based filing and put in place an
electronic filing system through a continuing computerization program.
Also in the works is the re-opening of DOJ
Regional Action Centers, with Pilot testing
in three regional offices strategically located in
Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao.
To institutionalize the free legal counseling
and referral services, DOJAC is developing a
Rules of Procedure Manual.
DOJAC has been institutionalized with an
organizational structure, plantilla positions,
and budget allocation to ensure its stability and
continuity.
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DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
To improve case management, document handling and security, and overall efficiency of the Department,
the first phase of the Document Management System (DMS) project was implemented in 2018. The DMS is
one among a constellation of information and communication technology investments underway in the
Department Proper and across several DOJ agencies.
The Document Tracking Module was initially introduced, under the responsibility of the Management and
Information Systems Division (MISD). The MISD developed a system to monitor centrally documents
received from various offices in the Office of the Secretary and from external sources. Once a document is
enrolled in the system, the user goes online and enters a reference number. The reference number makes
the tracking of the document easier. The system tracks the movements of documents, and users can
readily view incoming and outgoing documents, as well as the period within which a specific document is
acted upon.
To ease into operations requiring less paper, the Department is also set to introduce the second phase of the
system — the digitization of documents, or the transition from paper to digital documents. This will ensure
documents are stored in one place can easily be retrieve and where the employees know where to locate the
information and documents needed.
In 2018, the DOJ (Main) had P252.83 million in target public investment projects, up from just P116.30 million
the previous year. This is projcted to rise to P350.74 million in 2019, according to the National Economic and
Development Authority (NEDA) Public Investment Program 2017-2022.
P499.62 million is the PIP target for the DOJ's implementation of its National Justice Information System
(NJIS) from 2017 to 2022. For the Quality Management System involving ISO certification and maintenance,
the public investment is P14.40 million. The total public investment to improve the DOJ in the medium term is
P8.6 billion.
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The Law Enforcement Cluster

Undersecretary Adrian Ferdinand S. Sugay
Undersecretary Adrian Ferdinand S. Sugay was Managing Head of his own law office when Sec. Guevarra
asked him to serve at the DOJ. He started his law career as an Associate Attorney at the Ongkiko Kalaw
Manhit Acorda Panga & Velasco Law Offices, and like Guevarra, became a partner at the law firm De Borja
Medialdea Bello Guevarra & Gerodias.
Upon taking the helm of the DOJ Law Enforcement Cluster, Usec. Sugay saw the immediate need to ensure
closer coordination and better working relations between law enforcement agencies and the National
Prosecution Service (NPS).
He set his sights on bringing down to a manageable level the over 11,000 petitions for review pending at the
Department. With the participation of the Special Projects Division (SPD), he led work on a decongestion
project to significantly reduce this backlog.
Usec. Sugay also strongly supports the creation of the DOJ Action Centers (DOJAC) nationwide, through
which prosecutors and public attorneys can provide much-needed legal advice and counseling even to
people in far-flung areas.
He has pushed for capacity-building, updated facilities and well-equipped offices to properly arm the NPS.
Usec. Sugay sits as alternate of the Secretary of Justice in various inter-agency committees such as the
Anti-Terrorism Council, the Inter-Agency Committee on Anti-Illegal Drugs, the National Task Force to End
Local Communist Armed Conflict, and the Mining Industry Coordinating Council.
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OUTSTANDING
PROSECUTION OFFICES
In Mati City, Davao Oriental province, the DOJ has an Office of the City Prosecutor with one
lead prosecutor, three assistant prosecutors, and a small cluster of staff. They serve a city
with a population of roughly 141,000 and the surrounding nearby towns.
Despite being undermanned and loaded with hundreds of cases, the DOJ outpost in Mati is
among the best prosecution teams in the country. In 2018, the Mati OCP promptly acted on
241 inquest cases for investigation. All of the 141 cases it received for preliminary
investigation were also disposed at the rate of 100 percent.
OCP Mati Chief Prosecutor Oliver Saniel said the team maintains high situational awareness
by knowing performance targets and monitoring cases closely from “inception until
gestation.” He also attributes the team’s achievement to its members.

DOJ Best Performers
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Saniel said he makes sure to talk with his
prosecutors often and offer his help as needed.
He reminds his staff of their respective tasks and
projects, and asks that they always inform him of
every detail about matters that concern the office.
The Mati OCP chief hopes to expand the team's
public services through more direct contact with
the people of Mati and being more accessible for
assistance and advice.
Saniel said if the safety of his prosecutors can
only be ensured, the criminal justice awareness
campaign could be expanded to the local jails to
explain mitigating circumstances and plea
bargaining.
Mati is a fifth class city, yet, despite the distance of the Mati OCP from courts and other relevant offices, and
the absence of libraries, prosecutors in Mati rely on their personal books and internet research using their
personal mobile phones for case work and preparation.
The OCP Mati, along with the Office of the Provincial Prosecutor in Davao del Sur — both under the Office of
the Regional Prosecutor of Region XI, are the best performing prosecution offices in the country for 2018.
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Among the best practices observed in these offices are having complete details on
investigation data forms and immediate issuance of subpoenas, keeping track of the
dismissal, acquittal and conviction rates; and conducting timely and relevant lectures
for counterparts in the local government and law enforcement.
They also hold regular meetings to keep themselves abreast with the latest policies of
the DOJ and the Office of the Regional Prosecutor and ensure proper implementation
of the Individual Performance Commitment and Review (IPCR).
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Senior Deputy State Prosecutor Richard Anthony Fadullon
Officer-in-Charge, National Prosecution Service
Upon his designation as the Officer-in-Charge of the Office of the Prosecutor General (OPG) in June 2018,
Senior Deputy State Prosecutor (SDSP) Richard Anthony D. Fadullon assessed his office, its problems, and
the over-all situation in the National Prosecution Service (NPS). For the first time, an audit of the NPS was
conducted. The size of its docket and its backlog was ascertained.
He thereafter set his sights on resolving as many pending cases as possible, which resulted in the backlog of
cases significantly reduced.
He also prioritized the professionalization of the NPS. He worked on improving the competency of the
prosecutors and their staff and instilled in them better work ethics, particularly attendance and discipline.
OIC Prosecutor General Fadullon has a clear and concise vision for the law enforcement cluster: equitable
dispensation of justice, uniform systems in place all throughout the National Prosecution Service, personnel
prepared to give quality service, and prosecutors dedicated to their cases no matter what the possible
outcome is.

• “Chief Dong” as he is fondly called, obtained his law degree from the San Beda College of Law and passed
the bar in 1987. He started out as a Legal Researcher and Branch Clerk at the Regional Trial Court in Quezon
City before becoming a State Prosecutor and eventually Senior Deputy State Prosecutor in 2004.
• In 2018, the NPS under Chief Dong’s watch handled the following high-profile cases: the revocation of
Senator Antonio Trillane‘s amnesty; the reinvestigation of the case of Peter Lim; Rappler’s cyberlibel,
anti-dummy and tax evasion cases; actress Kris Aquino’s cyberlibel case against lawyer Jesus Falcis III; and
the Bangladesh cyberheist.
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NATIONAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
For millions of law-abiding citizens, the National Bureau of Investigation
(NBI) is where they get their clearances needed for applying for work
and for traveling abroad.
In 2018, the NBI processed and issued 7,520,791 clearance
applications, showing an increase of 2.3% compared to the 7,354,165
documents issued in 2017. Through online registration and
appointment setting, the NBI clearance application process was made
simpler by reducing what was six steps down to just two.
And for thousands of victims of organized crime, the NBI is their rescuer.
One NBI field operation in 2018 stood out for having over 130 victims involved. It was successful because of effective
and efficient inter-agency coordination.
In May 2018, 137 female victims were freed from suspects who intended to send them to Saudi Arabia in an
elaborate human trafficking scheme. Two months later, in July, the NBI foiled an attempt to smuggle 132 human
trafficking victims to Micronesia using a domestic passenger vessel docked in Orion, Bataan.

PASAY CITY
Immigration officers intercepted a 16-year-old girl from Maguindanao who tried to travel to Riyadh. She had
documents showing she was supposedly 23 years old and had attended pre-departure orientation seminar and
TESDA training. The girl said she did not attend any training but the certifcates she carried with her said she had.
NBI probers also learned the victim stayed in an apartment along Tolentino Street in Pasay City that there were
other females held there including her friend. A recruitment agency named Global Connect Manpower Resources,
according to the Maguindanaoan girl, worked to send her abroad.
Acting on the information from the victim and with strict instructions from NBI Director Dante A. Gierran, NBIInternational Airport Investigation Unit (IAIU) operatives, together with representatives from the Inter-Agency
Council Against Trafficking (IACAT) and Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD), went to the Pasay
City apartment where they found and rescued a total of 137 female victims.
Twenty-nine of the 137 were found to be minors. They came from the provinces of Maguindanao, Sultan Kudarat,
Lanao Del Sur, and Cotabato City.
Director Gierran said the arrested subjects were Patricia Lambino, a.k.a. “Mommy”, Rosie Lopez, and Marilyn
Filomeno. They were identified by the victims as the ones in
charge while they were staying in the apartment and gave
them instructions on how to get to Pasay City from their
province.
All three arrested subjects were brought before the Department
of Justice, Manila for inquest proceedings for violations of RA 9208
(Anti-Trafficking in Persons Act of 2003) as amended by RA
10364 (Expanded Anti-Human Trafficking in Persons Act of
2012) and RA 8042 (Migrant Workers and Overseas Filipinos
Act of 1995).
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Other significant NBI accomplishments for the Year 2018 were:
Investigation of the Road Right of Way Project scam in General Santos City, that resulted in the
filing of charges against former officials of the Department of Public Works and Highways
(DPWH) as well as personnel of the Commission of Audit (COA) and the Land Registration
Authority (LRA) for violation of the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act. The investigation led to
the filing of charges for plunder before the Office of the Ombudsman againts the involved officials;
Filing of technical malversation and violation of the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act cases
before the Office of the Ombudsman for the use of public funds in the procurement of
anti-dengue vaccines; and
In coordination with other government agencies seizure of around P6 billion worth of counterfeit
items proliferating in the market.

In 2018, NBI Investigative and Intelligence Services and Regional Operation Services received a total of
62,329 cases compared to the 66,700 cases in 2017, representing a 6.6% decrease.
By the end of the year, terminated cases totaled 58,738, 9.8% lower than the 65,086 terminated cases in the
previous year.
The NBI handled 14,783 criminal cases, 1,938 service cases and 45,608 miscellaneous cases. Out of the
total crime cases terminated, 2,568 were recommended for prosecution.
NBI experts in forensic medicine and chemistry, questioned documents, ballistics, polygraphy, dactyloscopy
and investigative photography worked on 36,444 cases. They also examined and analyzed 53,886
laboratory specimens. Terminated cases totaled to 36,728. NBI technical personnel made a total of 1,353
court appearances.
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The Legal Cluster

Undersecretary Emmeline Aglipay-Villar
Undersecretary Emmeline Aglipay-Villar joined the
Department of Justice in July 2018. She brought to the
Department her wealth of legal expertise as a three-term
Member of Congress as the Democratic Independent
Workers’ Association (DIWA) Party-list Representative for
three consecutive terms from 2010 to 2018 before being
a p p o i n t e d by P re s i d e n t R o d r i g o D u t e r t e a s D O J
Undersecretary.
Usec. Villar devoted much of her professional career in
community development and spearheading various
livelihood programs for the poor throughout the country. She
is one of the youngest recipients of “The Outstanding Young
Men” or TOYM Award for Public Service.
As a legislator, she authored and co-authored 335 Bills, 63 of
which were passed into law. Some of the most significant
pieces of legislation she authored are the following: The
Domestic Workers Act; The Responsible Parenthood and
Reproductive Health Act; Persons with Disability (PWD)
Value-Added Tax (VAT) Exemption Act; The Expanded
Maternity Leave Law; The First 1000 Days Act; The Mental
Health Act; The Act Strengthening Occupational, Health and
Safety Standards; and The Unified Student Financial Assistance System of Higher and Technical Education.
Usec. Villar a graduate of De La Salle University Manila, in 2002 with a degree in Economics, magna cum
laude. She pursued her law degree at the University of the Philippines in Diliman, Quezon City.
She is the youngest daughter of former Philippine National Police (PNP) Chief Edgar Aglipay. She is the wife
of Public Works Secretary Mark Villar and they have a loving daughter, Emma Therese.
She was diagnosed with lupus nephritis in 2007, an ailment which required her to undergo chemotherapy.
The illness which is fatal caused severe pain, shortness of breath, gastrointestinal problems, recurring fevers
and swelling. She used to wear a wig and put on heavy make up to hide the rashes.
Usec. Villar is a prominent figure in the promotion of an autism-inclusive Philippines and the founder of the
Hope for Lupus Foundation, a non-profit organization, which aims to raise awareness about lupus for early
detection and proper treatment of the disease. She is the author of “Living Better with Lupus,” which is
available in major bookstores in the Philippines and “Lupus, kayang-kaya ko ‘To!” which is given for free in all
barangay and municipal health centers in the Philippines.
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IACAT AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING
A recent triumph in our prosecution efforts underscores the effectiveness of international cooperation
against the despicable crime of human trafficking.
This triumph started thousands of miles away in France, where a French pedophile, upon arrest, confessed
to abusing a nine year old Filipina child, as well as producing and distributing sexually exploitative materials
about her online.
This confession led to the identification of a Filipino facilitator complicit in the trafficking and exploitation
of the child.
This information was transmitted to the Philippines and Australia and was subsequently corroborated by the
Philippine National Police Women and Children Protection Center (PNP-WCPC), INTERPOL, Australia’s
Task Force ARGOS, and the International Justice Mission (IJM). These organizations joined hands to assist
in case build-up, which led to the apprehension of the Filipino facilitator.
During trial, the Australian Federal Police (AFP) waived diplomatic immunity and testified against the
accused.
Four months after the trial and nine months after the rescue of the child, a conviction for qualified trafficking
was handed down by Philippine courts.
It is a victory claimed by one child, made possible by individuals of many languages and nationalities,
by institutions that operate under distinct and most often different legal regimes, and under
formidable challenges.
It is undoubtedly a resounding victory for humanity.

MOA signing ceremony between
IACAT and Plan International Philippines
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INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION
One case of large-scale human trafficking was lodge before the DOJ based on information from Orion,
Bataan and reached the desk of Rear Admiral Joel S. Garcia, Director of the National Coast Watch Center
(NCWC) of the Office of the President.
RADM Garcia learned that a domestic passenger vessel docked in Orion was allegedly involved in human
smuggling and other illegal activities. Rescued in the subsequent operation were 132 people who were
promised employment in Micronesia.
On July 2, 2018, NBI-Special Task Force (STF) operatives, in coordination with the Philippine Coast Guard
inspected the Orion port.
Aboard the ship M/V Lucky Forever were the 132 individuals found to have been recruited by the
management of Fahrenheit Company who did not have the necessary documents such as working visa,
seaman’s book or other documents which allow Filipinos to work overseas.
Among the rescued victims were tattoo artists, massage attendants, entertainers, bartenders, food attendants,
and pig roasters.
M/V Forever Lucky intended to take a voyage to Yap Island in Micronesia without the proper licenses and
permits. It was also discovered that Fahrenheit Company Ltd. used a Special Permit to Navigate allegedly
issued by a suspended director of the Maritime Industry Authority Regional Office (MARINA).
NBI agents arrested Isagani Cabrera, Mabel Martinez, Raul Mancelita, Rachelle Malvar, and Jiracel Obdin
officers and staff of Fahrenheit Company Ltd . They were charged with Syndicated and Large Scale Illegal
Recruitment under RA 8042 otherwise known as the Migrants Workers Act.
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The Priority Initiatives and Special Concerns Cluster
Undersecretary Markk L. Perete
Undersecretary Markk L. Perete was plucked from
Malacañang where he and Sec. Guevarra had worked. Sec.
Guevarra was Senior Deputy Executive Secretary prior to his
transfer to the DOJ while Usec. Perete was an assistant
secretary at the Office of the President. He graduated from the
University of the Philippines with degrees in law and political
science.
For the Priority Initiatives and Special Concerns
cluster, Undersecretary-in-Charge Markk L. Perete strives for
justice that "should be, foremost, impartial" because he
believes the Filipino people should not lose confidence in the
rule of law and can put their trust in a justice system that is
efficient and prevents further suffering arising from injustice.
Marked by his goal to strategize the specialized offices under
this cluster, Usec. Perete has initiated various projects and
programs, including the reactivation of the Administrative
Order No. 35 Task Force, which he thinks performs a very crucial role in human rights cases, prosecution, and
conviction.
With full confidence that public trust in the justice system can still be revived, he aims for the programs under
his cluster to increase the capacity of the prosecutors to handle cases in specialized areas of the law.
His visions include the complete organization of new offices and make fully functional the unorganized ones.
He sees each office and agency under his cluster as a part of the organization whose potential can be fully
realized.
Upon assuming office Usec. Perete quickly set out to achieve this goal by orienting the specialized offices
under this cluster toward strategic approaches for the various projects and programs.
The DOJ Task Force on high-profile cases was reactivated to focus efforts on human rights case work,
prosecution, and conviction.
He has set in motion measures to increase the capacity of the prosecutors to handle cases in specialized
areas of the law.
Usec. Perete now guides the Bureau of Immigration (BI) through tighter administrative supervision,
enforcement of strict standards in the performance of duties, and support for bureau modernization.
For the Office for Alternative Dispute Resolution (OADR), Usec. Perete strives for decongestion of case
backlogs and generating win-win solutions negotiated through new paradigms.
For the Office of Cybercrime (OOC), Usec. Perete aims to keep pace with the evolution of cybercrimes, as
well as the new methods and tools at the disposal of tech-savvy criminals.
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UNIFIED SYSTEMS
A Unified Manual on the investigation and
prosecution of illegal drugs cases is in the
works to ensure successful prosecution of
such cases.
The DOJ is the lead agency of this task
involving the Philippine Drug Enforcement
Agency (PDEA), the National Bureau of
Investigation (NBI), and the Philippine
National Police (PNP). Undersecretary
Adrian Ferdinand S. Sugay heads the
technical working group.
One of several programs and projects involving the Governance in Justice Programme (GOJUST) of the
Justice Sector Coordinating Council (JSCC), the Unified Manual is conceived to result in more favorable
prosecution outcomes, ensure consistency of case quality across all the concerned agencies, and help
reduce the backlog of pending cases.
GOJUST is a P955-million European Union-funded sectoral reform program that runs from April 2016 to
2020.
The Secretary of Justice is head of the Justice Cluster of the Inter-Agency Committee on Anti-Illegal Drugs
(ICAD) created by virtue of Executive Order No. 15, s. 2017.
GOJUST provides technical assistance to the technical working group by assigning subject matter experts
and support for the conduct of meetings and writing workshops to craft the content of the Unified Manual.
Meanwhile, the DOJ Management Information Systems Division (MISD) developed an online version of the
Prosecution Case Management System (PCMS), which is currently being tested in select NCR prosecution
offices and is undergoing further enhancement.
The implementation, roll out and continual enhancement of the PCMS will be undertaken in the coming
years, beginning with the DOJ main office, NCR offices, then select regional offices.
In 2018, the DOJ Prosecution Staff, through its Special Projects Division (SPD) and together with
International Development Law Organization (IDLO), successfully implemented Phase II of its program to
strengthen the institutional capacity of the NPS in designing and delivering its own trainings and other
capacity building activities.
Case decongestion efforts are underway throughout the Department.
Writing workshops are held to enable prosecutors focus on resolving case backlogs. Decongestion task
groups are at work in prosecution offices where caseloads are manageable. For severely undermanned
offices, volunteer prosecutors are sought and mobilized.
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Supported by GOJUST, the Justice Zones designed to reduce case backlogs and improve case
management systems using information and communications technologies are being created in different
parts of the country.
Targetted in GOJUST are 160 courts and 100 prosecution offices.
To address the lack of a single official reference document in the country where all national crimes are listed,
classified and indexed, the Department, together with other government bodies involved in GOJUST, is
working on a Philippine Index of Crimes.
Pre-dating this undertaking is the continuing effort of the DOJ to get Congress to enact a new Criminal Code
that would update the Revised Penal Code and related laws. The Criminal Code has been pending in
Congress since 2013.
The Philippine Index of Crimes is necessary for data consistency throughout the country's justice system
which would, in turn, enable IT-based case management across all agencies, spur research, and improve
systematic performance monitoring.
The Index is necessary for the National Justice Information System (NJIS) and Criminal Justice Information
Exchange and implementation of the 2015 United Nation (UN) Standard Crime Classification for Statistical
Purposes and aids in the crafting of laws and policies.
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BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION
Filipino travelers passing through immigration kiosks at the international airports in Mactan and Davao now
have the option to choose the electronic gates of the Bureau of Immigration.
With the new E-Gates, the standard immigration processing time for every traveler at these portals is cut
to as short as eight to 15 seconds from the average time of 45 seconds. The E-Gates are equipped with
modern security features, including facial recognition, biometric scanning, bar code reading, and smart
card recognition all rolled into one.
The E-Gates are among the technological frontline public service improvements the Bureau rolled out in
2018. There are three e-gates at Mactan International Airport (MIA) and two at Davao International Airport.
The E-Gate Project bolsters the Bureau's ability to pinpoint or detect travelers with criminal records, the
wanted fugitives, and those who are subjects of blacklists and hold departure orders.

The Bureau of Immigration has successfully implemented the E-Gates, unmanned counters to process arriving Filipino passengers who hold
e-Philippine Passports, in major international airports in the country.

The Fixed Interpol Network Database (FIND) is a project of the Bureau that allows real-time checking of
different Interpol databases at BI Immigration Counters to detect wanted fugitives, sex offenders, terrorists,
and missing persons, among others.
The Bureau of Immigration Information System (BIIS) has improved security cameras and fingerprint
scanners to capture photos and biometrics of passengers.
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BIIS has the capacity to recognize faces and detect fraudulent passports and travel documents with the use
of ultraviolet and infrared devices.
Both FIND and BIIS were installed in 2018 and now are being used in major international airports and
seaports in the country.
With these new systems, the BI Port Operations Division (POD) has regulated and monitored the arrivals and
departures of Filipinos and foreign nationals in the country through the international ports of entry and exit
and exercised comprehensive and thorough screening of passengers.
In 2018, the POD, through its Airport Operations Section (AOS) served a total of 174,394 flights for both
departure and arrival of Filipino and foreign travelers and issued a total of 3,870 exclusion orders.
A significant increase in the number of passengers processed and allowed, deferred for departure, returned,
transited, recalled Exclusion Orders, Airport-to-Airport (A-to-A), approved Waiver of Exclusion (WEG) and
offloaded minors was recorded for CY 2018 compared to CY 2017.
As a result of this increase in number of both arriving and departing passengers, the POD collections also
increased by 31.70% from P508,458,281.50 collections for 2017 to the P744,502,912.80 collections for 2018.
Bureau-wide, 2018 collections hit a record-high of P7,033,962,409.94 from immigration fees, taxes, fines,
penalties and ACR I Card collections.
Meanwhile, the Fugitive Search Unit (FSU), under the Intelligence Division (ID), has intensified its nationwide
activities of detecting violation of immigration and alien registration laws.
FSU apprehensions jumped over 200 percent from 173 in 2017 to 533 in 2018.
In coordination with its Legal Division, a total of 715 Deportation Orders were processed. Some 462 of those
were detained, 149 are at large, and 104 were fugitives from their country of origin.
Among the deportees was Naeem Hussain, a Pakistani national suspected of being a trainer for the terrorist
group Daesh.
Hussain landed at the Clark International Airport in Pampanga. Immigration personnel intercepted him on
September 22 when he arrived aboard an Emirates Airlines flight from Dubai. He was immediately excluded
and booked on the first available flight to his point origin.
Hussain was on the watchlist of the military intelligence community, which sought the BI’s help in monitoring
the Pakistani’s possible entry or departure from the country.
Upon interview, Hussain claimed he had been working as a digital designer for the last 16 years and that he
traveled to the Philippines to visit his Filipina girlfriend who lives in Olongapo City.
Records also showed Hussain landed at the NAIA from Dubai in May and attempted to enter the country.
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OFFICE OF CYBERCRIME
Cyberspace has become the jungle-like habitat of some highly-skilled criminals using the modern maze that
is the Internet as cover against law enforcement detection.
Using electronic gadgets, software skills, and predatory moves, cybercriminals commit online illegal
gambling, online sexual exploitation of children (OSEC), violation of intellectual property rights, and other
crimes against persons and property.
On October 9, 2018, operatives of the NBI-Cybercrime Division (NBI-CCD) arrested Gerard Joseph Liwag
for violation of RA 8484 (Access Device Regulation Act of 1998) in relation to RA 10175 (Cybercrime
Prevention Act of 2012). The case stemmed from a complaint filed against the subject for illegal production
and use of ATM and credit cards.
Based on the information received, the modus operandi was to secure information and credit card details
through call centers and other business establishments. The subject would then contact the latter to ask for
the expiry date and available credit limits and will activate the “Installment Option” for higher value purchases
approved using the stolen credit card details.
Through sophisticated gadgets, Liwag was also able to use the cards for shopping. After a series of
surveillance, validation, verification, and documentation, a search warrant was secured and on October 9
Liwag was arrested as he was walking towards the main gate of a condominium tower in BGC, Taguig City.
A search of Liwag's condominium unit resulted in the seizure of sophisticated gadgets used in his illegal
activities such as Hi-Touch Imaging (HITI) card printer, embossing machine, Fargo high definition printer,
removable storage device, skimming device, laptops, point-of-sale card terminal, HUB (A4RTech), Java
blank cards and 80 pieces of various cards.
Also recovered were several identification cards including allegedly spurious and counterfeit passports.
Liwag was presented for inquest proceedings for the above-mentioned violations.
To become formidable against cybercriminals, the Department of Justice —Office of Cybercrime
(DOJ-OOC) continually develops policies and strategies aimed at combating cybercrime and cyber-related
offenses.
In 2018, the DOJ-OOC spearheaded the Philippines’ accession to the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime
which provide a framework for international cooperation in investigation and prosecution of cybercrime.
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The DOJ-OOC championed the promulgation of the Rule on Cybercrime Warrants and worked closely with
the Supreme Court (SC) for the development of the Rule on Cybercrime Warrants (RCW), which aims to fill in
the gaps between Republic Act (R.A.) No. 10175 or the Cybercrime Prevention Act of 2012 and the Rules of
Court.
The OOC also rolled-out capacity-building activities for criminal justice sector players and commenced the
institutionalization of a Cybercrime Case Management System (CCMS).
The systems analyzed inventory reports of cybercrime and cyber-related cases will be used to determine
regions or prosecution offices which require capacity-building activities or technical assistance.
For the past three years, the Philippines has served as a hub country within the ASEAN Region, which
enables it to assist its neighbor countries in establishing a cadre of trainers who will be able to cascade
knowledge and instruct their colleagues when it comes to cybercrime and electronic evidence.
In January 2018, the Secretary of Justice issued Department Order (D.O.) No. 025, series of 2018, which was
eventually amended by D.O. No. 648, Series of 2018, creating a Technical Working Group (TWG) for the
Development of Guidelines on Cybercrime Investigation and Prosecution, comprised of National
Prosecution Service (NPS) prosecutors and National Bureau of Investigation (NBI) investigators.
The DOJ-OOC also advocated for its inclusion in an Inter-Agency Council Against Illegal Online Gambling,
which will result in the establishment of a Cyber Fusion Center.
On 12 November 2018, a meeting between the Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation (PAGCOR)
and the DOJ-OOC representatives was held to discuss the current government effort, to curb online illegal
gambling, and how the DOJ-OOC can contribute to this endeavor.
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The Corrections Cluster

Undersecretary Deo L. Marco
The Latin phrase facta, non verba (deeds, not words),
best exemplifies Undersecretary Deo Lopez Marco.
Fresh from a 10-year stint in the private sector, he
described his job with the government as “fraught
with challenges.”
Among the challenges he faces as Usec-in-Charge of
the Corrections Cluster is the seeming lack of
coordination among the agencies within the Cluster.
He then concentrated his efforts in getting the support
of the people from the different programs and
agencies he supervises.
Usec. Marco is known for conducting random
workplace inspections. These unannounced
assessments have afforded him better access to and
understanding of his colleagues which enabled him to forge stronger professional relationships with them,
both horizontally and vertically.
He believes the problems in the Cluster may be addressed through better coordination among its agencies,
professionalization of the corrections and parole officers, as well as heightened information dissemination
campaign to better inform the public about laws governing parole and pardon and payment of claims under
the Victims Compensation Program.
While Usec. Marco recognizes that he is in a “thankless” job, he, nevertheless, remains motivated. He refuses
to be complacent and instead persists in his faithfulness to the rule of law.
“We may not be able to meet problems like drugs head on, but I really want to make a dent and see criminality
and corruption reduced,” Usec. Marco said.
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PROPOSED TRANSFER
OF THE NEW BILIBID PRISON
The National Bilibid Prison (NBP) sits on a
37,807.72 sq. m. prime lot in Muntinlupa
City, with 33 buildings meant to house only
10,082 inmates. However, in 2018, inmate
population at the prisons facility has
reached 27,243, with a congestion rate of
170%.
According to Justice Secretary Menardo I.
Guevarra, the NBP should be “moved to an
area that is more manageable, less
crowded, and as much as possible not
close to business and residential areas. It
should be transferred to a place where
rehabilitation can be done, that is, spacious
and not stressful and where more safety measures will be put in place.”
Three sites were being considered for the transfer of NBP outside of Muntinlupa: Fort Magsaysay in Nueva
Ecija, Sablayan Prison and Penal Farm (SPPF) in Mindoro, and Iwahig Prison and Penal Farm (IPPF) in
Palawan.
Justice Undersecretary Deo L. Marco, Usec-in-Charge of the Corrections cluster, said among the factors
being considered in the transfer are the size of the property, the ease or difficulty in obtaining the title, and its
effect on the relatives of the inmates who regularly visit their loved ones.

Fort Magsaysay, Nueva Ecija
The 500-hectare land of Fort Magsaysay in Nueva Ecija, intended to house the new prison facility, is
expected to accommodate 26,880 inmates.
The facility includes 12 town units, a “hotel for conjugal visit,” a hospital, an administrative building,
warehouse, sports and rehabilitation facilities, catering, laundry, vehicle pool, morgue, energy plant, waste
treatment facilities, and parking for staff and visitors.

Sablayan Prison and Penal Farm (SPPF), Mindoro
The Sablayan Penal Colony is located in Occidental Mindoro. It was established on September 26, 1954 by
virtue of Presidential Proclamation No. 72. The penal colony has a total land area of approximately 16,190
hectares.

Iwahig Prison and Penal Farm (IPPF), Palawan
This facility was established during the American occupation. It was, however, during the Spanish regime
that Puerto Princesa was designated as a place where offenders sentenced to banishment were exiled. It
became a penal colony on November 16, 1904. It originally comprised an area of 22 acres and served as a
depository for prisoners who could not be accommodated at the NBP in Muntinlupa. In 1907, the Philippine
Commission of the United States government passed Act No. 1723, classifying the settlement as a penal
institution.
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CHANGE
FOR THE BETTER
“This is what we dream about but the only
question with me now is do I make you proud.”
This refrain from the Taylor Hicks song, "Do I Make You
Proud", was the graduation song of 37 inmates at the
National Bilibid Prison (NBP) on May 26, 2018.
Eighteen inmates received diplomas for their bachelor's
degree in entrepreneurship, while 19 completed a
two-year hardware servicing course. They were
students of the University of Perpetual Help Bilibid
Extension School.
“Education changed my whole personality. Standing tall
and proud before you is a changed man,” said Arnulfo
Monreal, a bronze medal awardee for academic
excellence.
The extension school was opened in 1985. It has given
over 500 inmates graduate a new lease on life since
then. Ten regular teachers were assigned to the
extension school.
“Giving somebody a second chance is really a big thing.
Everyone has the right to have another bout of
freedom,” said Dr. Alfonso Loreto, UPHSD director, in an
interview with the Philippine Daily Inquirer (PDI).
Former inmate Martin Alafriz was released from the
NBP on May 4 after serving 14 years, but he returned to
attend the graduation. The Inquirer reported that Alafriz
was a sophomore at the AMA Computer University in
Quezon City when he was meted jail time and sent to the
national penitentiary.
“They treated us like regular students here and really
pushed us to learn... In some schools outside (prison),
teachers don’t care whether or not you come to class,”
he told the Inquirer.
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Then Bureau of Corrections Director General
Ronald “Bato” dela Rosa, delivered the (BuCor)
commencement address.
“You should consider graduation from these
halls a miracle... this is the assurance I give you: I
will make sure that you will not be dealt further
injustice by not getting the right computation (of
your remaining time inside the NBP,” dela Rosa
said.
Also providing skills training for the inmates is
the Technic al Education and Skills
Development Authority (TESDA), which considers the inmates “special clients.”
According to the TESDA, most prisoners are dropouts from the formal school system, so much of prison
vocational training is geared toward traditional blue-collar employment in areas such as electronics, auto
mechanics and handicrafts.
As of 2018, there was a 95.71 percent participation rate in various BuCor rehabilitation programs. Some 8,887
inmates enrolled in the formal and non-formal education programs while 25,709 inmates went into the work
and livelihood programs.

CDG Ronald Bato dela Rosa took his oath as the new Director General of the BuCor
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PRISONS CONGESTION
In 2018, BuCor maintained in its custody an average of 45,431 daily inmate population: 41,843 males and
3,588 females. This marks an increase of 3,259 inmates from 2017, when the BuCor had a 42,172 average
daily inmate population.
These inmates were distributed in its seven Operating Prisons and Penal Farms (OPPFs) throughout the
country, namely the New Bilibid Prison (NBP), the Correctional Institution for Women (CIW), the Davao
Prison and Penal Farm (DPPF), the Iwahig Prison and Penal Farm (IPPF), the San Ramon Prison and Penal
Farm (SRPPF), the Sablayan Prison and Penal Farm (SPPF), and the Leyte Regional Prison (LRP).
The congestion rate at BuCor facilities nationwide reached 136 percent. The congestion rate at the NBP in
Muntinlupa City alone was at 170 percent. In 2017, congestion rate at BuCor facilities was lower at 119
percent.
There were 9,052 new admissions, 5,254 from custody, and 12 escapees recorded in 2018. In 2017, there
were 5,674 new admissions, 5,418 released inmates, and 16 escapees.
The seven OPPFs of the BuCor are under tremendous strains.
BuCor is eyeing the full implementation of the New Good Conduct Time Allowance (GCTA) Law to bring
down congestion to about 76 percent after the prisons population is reduced by some eleven thousand
inmates.
With the end goal of 34,000 prisoners, conditions inside the OPPFs would be more conducive to reform
measures and improve the chances of released prisoners to adjust smoothly to life in mainstream society.
Passed into law on 29 May 2013, RA 10592 expanded the application of the GCTA for prisoners even during
preventive imprisonment. It also increased the number of days that may be credited as GCTA. Under the
new law, inmates who manifest good behavior are entitled to at least 20 days per year for the first two years
of imprisonment, to a maximum of 30 days per year from the eleventh year of imprisonment.
The law allows for an additional deduction of
15 days for each month of study, teaching, or
mentoring service, and expanded the
special time allowance for loyalty and made it
applicable
even
during
preventive
imprisonment.
The BuCor is under the DOJ Corrections
Cluster. The other three are the Board of
Pardons and Parole (BPP), the Parole and the
Probation Administration (PPA), and the
Victims Compensation Program (VCP).
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THE BOARD OF CLAIMS
ADMINISTERS THE VCP
Cora (not her real name), 16, was sexually abused by her half-brother for nearly a year, resulting in her
pregnancy, that led to the discovery of her ordeal, and the subsequent filing of a case against her half-brother.
During one of her pre-natal check-ups, an attendant at the Philippine General Hospital (PGH), informed her
that being a rape victim, she may file for a monetary claim before the DOJ- Board of Claims (BOC). She was
thereafter provided with a list of requirements to qualify under the DOJ’s Victims Compensation Program
(VCP).
The VCP provides monetary compensation to victims of violent crimes and unjust imprisonment or detention,
with the objective of recompensing, to a certain extent, the damage to the lives of those who suffered from
lawlessness and grave injustice.
Several months after submission of the documentary requirements, Cora was able to claim her check worth
P10,000.
Cora is among the 2,352 claimants whose
applications were processed by the BOC
this year. Of the number, 1,864 were
approved with total payout amounting to
Php18,665.000.
Cora, now a Grade 9 student, expressed
gratitude for the amount she received from
the BOC.
“Malaking pasasalamat ko po sa DOJ sa
halagang ito. Malaki po ang maitutulong nito,
lalo na po sa pambaon ko sa eskwelahan,”
Cora said.
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STARTING ANEW
OUTSIDE OF PRISON
In December 2018, Justice Secretary Menardo Guevarra unwrapped the traditional Christmas gift for
inmates: the presidential grant of pardon and executive clemency.
“The executive clemency grant for these 24 PDLs (persons deprived of liberty) is being processed in the
Office of the President. They may be released in the next few days,” Guevarra said in a text message to the
news media.
For the year 2018, the Board of Pardons and Parole (BPP) posted a 98.37 percent disposition rate for cases
involving parole and recommendation for executive clemency. Out of 7,254 carpetas received, 7,136 cases
were submitted for Board action.
BPP received and handled a total of 1,575 Summary Reports in 2018. Out of this number, 1,078 were issued
certificates of final release and discharge, 497 cases were either denied or deferred.
The BPP also processed 243 out of 295 infraction reports, 269 out of 273 requests for transfer of residence,
replied to 13,790 petitions, and attended to 6,080 walk-in follow-up cases.
As of 2018, the Parole and Probation Administration handled a total of 37,478 probations, parole and
executive clemency investigation cases. This is 21,418 or 233.28 percent more cases handled than the set
target of 16,070 which can be attributed to the influx of cases referred by courts due to the adoption of the
Plea Bargaining Framework on Drug Cases.
For the year, the PPA completed and forwarded 21,842 reports to the courts and to BPP within the 60-day
period, provided 1,785,316 rehabilitation and intervention services provided to clients, and conducted 52,295
restorative justice processes.
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The Year in Review
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2
E-GATES
The Bureau of Immigration (BI) has
successfully implemented the
E-Gates, unmanned counters to
process arriving Filipino passengers
who hold e-Philippine Passports, in
major international airports.

1

4

1

BI GROUND BREAKING

INTRODUCTION OF NEWLY
APPOINTED OFFICIALS

A groundbreaking ceremony
was held for the construction
of the new BI Main Office and
Annex Building at the Central
Business Park 1,
Diosdado Macapagal Boulevard,
Pasay City.

Justice Undersecretaries
Emmeline Aglipay-Villar,
Adrian Ferdinand S. Sugay,
Markk L. Perete,
and Assistant Secretary Neal Bainto.

PETREV
Secretary Guevarra issued a
Department Circular covering the
Guidelines on the Disposition of
Petitions for Review and Cases
under Automatic Review.

3
ARTA
Streamlining of systems and
procedures at all DOJ offices and
agencies pursuant to Republic Act
(RA) No. 11032 or The Ease of Doing
Business and Efficient Government
Service Delivery

5
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10
LEGAL OPINION

6
FAELDON APPOINTMENT
Nicanor E. Faeldon takes over as
the new Bureau of Corrections (BuCor)
Director General.

8
DMS
The Department’s Management
Information Systems Division (MISD)
developed the Document
Management System (DMS),
designed for better document
tracking and faster retrieval of
documents and information.

7

Significant legal opinions
rendered by the DOJ in 2018
focused on among others, the
following issues : whether
broadcasters are allowed to
engage in Conditional Access
(CA) or Conditional Access
System (CAS) and, accordingly,
may offer TV pay-per-view
services; land ownership in the
Philippines by foreigners; and
authority of the Department of
Social Welfare and Development
(DSWD) to cancel the Certification
Declaring a Child Legally
Available for Adoption (CDCLAA)
administratively, a certification
being issued by the DSWD
pursuant to Republic Act
(RA) No. 9523.

CRIME INDEX

The development
of The Philippine
Crime Index was
accelerated.
The Index contains
a comprehensive
list of all criminal
offenses and its
corresponding
penalties, statutory
definitions and
elements under
RCBC CASE
the Penal Code
of the Philippines
One of the controversial cases
and special penal
resolved by the DOJ in 2018 pertain to
laws which can be
the complaint involving the
accessed by
Bangladesh Cyber heist.
agencies for
research, policy
development
and legislation.

9
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Our Resources
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Our People
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2018 Loyalty Awardees
10 Years
Jhoanna Portia A. Liban
Rosemarie G. Gonzales
Grace Ann B. Kapunan-Quinones
Rassendel Rex F. Gingoyon

15 Years
First Row
Jainito Roi C. Atis
Jesse Esmeraldo C. Montevirgen
2nd Row
Arnold Paul G. Abes
Rosario C. Toledo
Mary Ann S. Parong
Laileen C. Cosep
Jamir A. Bayot
3rd Row
Olivia L. Torrevillas
Lilibeth DC. Gobole
Imelda B. Pahang

20 Years
Josephine E. Abiera
Ariel D. Salabsabin
Marian J. Gacelos
Priscilla B. Grey
Lolito F. Florece
Evangeline C. Cruz

25 Years
Diana V. Cabrido
Marilou Lansang
Deana P. Perez
Jeffer Sabino
Ma. Lea S. Ortega
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30 Years
Ned O. Sabino
Ma. Teresa T. Liban
Teresita Faustino
Eva D. Leonardo
Ronaldo M. Asuncion
Juanita M. Hernandez

35 Years
First Row
Hilarion R. Borda, Jr.
Teresita L. Castillo
2nd Row
Marita F. Villanueva
Julieta P. Tubiera
Maria Belinda P. Avergonzado
3rd Row
William C. Polvorosa
Ruben L. Javier
Rosario G. Toro-Toro
Rosemarie B. Roa
4th Row
Susan Manlolo
Annie E. De Luna
Jo-Ann R. Alcid

40 Years
Danilo D. Bulosan
Joel C. Albayda
Ruben F. Fondevilla
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PROFILE OF DOJ-OSEC EMPLOYEES

Elementary Graduate

1

High School Graduate

26

Vocational

23

Undergraduate

47

Applied Science

154

Formal Science

39

Health Science

16

Natural Science

1

Social Science
333
According to Professional Indicator
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MALE

277

FEMALE

363

According to Gender

90

148

Ages
20 - 30

Ages
31 - 40

178

Ages
41 - 50

185

39

Ages
51 - 60

Ages
61 - 69
According to Age
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Ofﬁce of the Secretary
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Ofﬁce of Undersecretary Deo L. Marco

Ofﬁce of Undersecretary Emmeline Aglipay-Villar

Ofﬁce of Undersecretary Markk L. Perete

Ofﬁce of Undersecretary Adrian Ferdinand S. Sugay

Ofﬁce of Secretary of Justice Menardo I. Guevarra

Ofﬁce of Assistant Secretary
Adonis P. Sulit

Ofﬁce of Assistant Secretary
George O. Ortha II

Ofﬁce of Assistant Secretary
Sergio E. Yap II

Ofﬁce of Assistant Secretary
Margaret V. Castillo-Padilla

Ofﬁce of Assistant Secretary
Neal Vincent M. Bainto
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Planning and Management Service

DOJ Action Center

Administrative Service
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Department Legislative Liaison Office

National Prosecution Service

Financial Service

Legal Staff

Witness Protection, Security Beneﬁt Program

Technical Staff

Internal Audit Service
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Office of Cybercrime

Office for Alternative Dispute Resolution

Office for Competition

Inter-Agency Council Against Trafficking

Board of Pardons and Parole

Administrative Order No. 35
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Our Facilities

History of the Justice Complex
Nestled in the heart of Old Manila is a pre-war heritage building built during the American period, is the seat
of the Justice Complex, said to be once a part of the University of the Philippines (UP).
The part of the structure became the Justice Complex after World War II when most campuses of the
University transferred to its Diliman, Quezon City campus in 1948 following the destruction of most of its
university’s buildings during the Battle of Manila.
The Justice Complex is bounded by United Nations Avenue to the north, Taft Avenue to the east, María
Orosa Avenue and Robinsons Place Manila to the west, and Pedro Gil Street to the south. The Justice
Complex is served by the United Nations and Pedro Gil Stations of the LRT Line 1.
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The main building of the Justice Complex is called the De las Alas Hall in honor of Don Severino de las Alas
who was the first Secretary of Grace and Justice in the Naic Assembly of the Katipunan in 1897.
Under the American rule, the Department of Justice Complex was renamed several times: “Office of the
Attorney of the Supreme Court” (1899), “Office of the Attorney General” (1901), and the “Department of
Finance and Justice” (1901).
In 1916, the Department of Justice was reestablished and given administrative supervision over all courts of
first instance and other inferior courts. It continued to function as such under the Philippine Commonwealth
(1935).
When the Japanese forces took control of the Philippines in 1942, the Department was transformed into a
Commission. Under the civilian government established by the Japanese, it became a Ministry.
In 1947, a year after the Philippines gained independence, the Department of Justice was reestablished.
When a parliamentary system of government was set up in 1973, it again became a Ministry and was
divested of its supervisory authority over the lower courts.
The Department of Justice was reborn under the Presidential form of government provided in the 1987
Constitution.
With the adoption of the 1987 Constitution and the Administrative Code of 1987 (Executive Order no. 292),
the Department was named the principal law agency of the Republic of the Philippines, serving as its legal
counsel and prosecution arm.
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The current Justice Complex contains 6,740.41 square meters of interior space. There are six (6) buildings
inside the Justice Complex, namely the De las Alas Hall, Programs, Forum, Executive Meeting Room 01
(Executive Lounge), Prosecution, and the Library.
In 2018, ground was broken for the Justice Center I. Construction was completed in 2019.
The Justice Center accommodate the Prosecutor General, three (3) Senior Deputy State Prosecutors
(SDSPs), the Board of Claims (BOCs), Process Server, National Prosecution Service (NPS) Docket Record
Room, Process Server Room, Prosecutors, and their support staff, and a storage area,
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Historical Markers
This historical marker, found at the ground floor of
the De las Alas Hall near the main staircase
heading to the Office of the Secretary, is dedicated
to Rafael Palma, the fourth president of the
University of the Philippines. The building was first
named University Hall then Palma Hall.
Found at the rear of the Department fronting the
Supreme Court of the Philippines are two markers
showing that the structure was once the site of the
University of the Philippines. In the aftermath of
World War II, most of the buildings on the campus
were destroyed, and UP transferred to its Diliman,
Quezon City site, paving the way for the use of the
building as the Justice Complex.

The Justice Complex structure, as emphasized by the position of the ionic columns at its façade, is
influenced by the astounding architectural design of ancient Greece and Rome. An ionic column is
characterized by two opposed volutes in the capital, a distinctive spiral whorl design.
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The Future of the Justice Complex
The future of the Justice Complex is determined by the 3-year rationalization improvement and renovation
plan of the current Justice Complex that needs modernization.
Over the next three years, construction of Phases 1 to 3 of the envisioned buildings for the Department will be
implemented, to commence in 2019 and concluded in 2021.
‘
As currently proposed, Phase 1 will convert the ground floor of the De Las Alas Hall into a space for a
Multi-Purpose Function Hall Facility, Offices of the Financial Service and the Budget Division, and the Offices
of Undersecretaries and Assistant Secretaries. The offices currently occupying the ground floor are to be
relocated to the Multi-Purpose Hall, the 3rd Floor of Delas Alas Hall, and the Forum Building.
Phase 2 will commence with the demolition of the Library Building, to make way for the construction of the
4-storey Justice Center II which will house the Financial Service, Cashier Section, Records Management
Section (RMS), Procurement and Management Division (PMD), and Legal Staff, among others.
The Library will be transferred to the Executive Lounge located at the ground floor of the Forum Building.
The last Phase will be implemented in 2021 with the Rehabilitation of the De Las Alas Hall. This will include
the construction of the Office of the Secretary of Justice on the 3rd Floor including the Technical Staff and
offices for two Undersecretaries. The 2nd Floor will house three offices for the Undersecretaries, two offices
for Assistant Secretaries, and the Secretary of Appeals Management Office (SAMO) while the ground floor
will house four offices for Assistant Secretaries and an Exhibit/Multi- Purpose Hall and a Clinic.
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Our Current Location
The Secretary of Justice as well as other officials holds office at the De Las Alas Hall or the Main Building.
Four Undersecretaries, two Assistant Secretaries, the Chief State Counsel, the Senior Deputy State
Prosecutors, the State Prosecutors, the Legal Staff and Technical Staff, the Financial Service, the
Communications Division, and the AO 35 likewise hold office in this building.

Meanwhile, the Administrative Service, the Personnel Division (Leave, Appointment and Payroll) and the
General Services Division (GSD) are located at the Programs Building.
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The Forum Building, which is directly in front of the De Las Alas Hall houses the Executive Lounge and the
DOJ-based Media Offices (JUROR/JUCRA) on the ground floor, offices of the prosecutors on the 2nd Floor
and the Multi-Purpose Hall on the 3rd Floor. The Executive Lounge and Multi-Purpose Hall often serve as
venues for meetings, seminars and other activities, and, at times, preliminary investigations.

Adjacent to the Forum Building is the Prosecution Building I which houses the Property Management
Section (PMS) on the Ground Floor and the offices of the prosecutors on the 2nd and 3rd Floors.
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At the rear end of the compound where the Prosecutor General, two Assistant Secretaries, the Management and
Information Systems Division (MISD) and the Motorpool currently hold office.

Outside the Department Proper, the Department leases two private buildings to temporarily house other
offices while the new Justice Center is being built.
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Our Offices
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DIRECTORY OF OFFICIALS
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MENARDO I. GUEVARRA
Secretary
Direct Line No.: 8521-8348
Telefax No.: 8526-2618
Trunkline No.: 8523-8481 loc. 217
Email Address: osecmig@gmail.com

Undersecretaries

DEO L. MARCO

EMMELINE AGLIPAY-VILLAR

Direct Line No.: 8536-0443
Trunkline No.: 8523-8481 loc. 247
Email Address: dlmarco@doj.gov.ph

Direct Line No.: 8526-2755
Telefax No.: 8526-2755
Trunkline No.: 8523-8481 loc. 222
Email Address: eavillar@doj.gov.ph
emmelinevillar@gmail.com

ADRIAN FERDINAND S. SUGAY

MARKK L. PERETE

Direct Line No.: 8524-6304
Trunkline No.: 8523-8481 loc. 300
Email Address: afsugay@doj.gov.ph

Direct Line No.: 8524-6763
Trunkline No.: 8523-8481 loc. 415
Email Address: mlpdocus@gmail.com
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Assistant Secretaries

ADONIS P. SULIT

GEORGE O. ORTHA II

Direct Line No.: 8524-8930
Trunkline No.: 8523-8481 loc. 223
Email Address: apsulit@doj.gov.ph

Trunkline No.: 8523-8481 loc. 374
Email Address: goortha@doj.gov.ph

MARGARET V. CASTILLO-PADILLA

SERGIO E. YAP II

Direct Line No.: 8523-1684
Trunkline No.: 8523-8481 loc. 245
Email Address: mcpadilla@doj.gov.ph

Direct Line No.: 8523-6830
Trunkline No.: 8523-8481 loc. 336
Email Address: seyapii@doj.gov.ph
serge.yoc@yahoo.com

NEAL VINCENT M. BAINTO
Direct Line No.: 8521-3351
Trunkline No.: 8523-8481 loc. 394
Email Address: nealbainto@yahoo.com
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ATTACHED AGENCIES
GERALD Q. BANTAG

JAIME H. MORENTE

Director General

Commissioner

Bureau of Corrections (BuCor)

Bureau of Immigration (BI)

Rehabilitates and protects national prisoners

Determines the admissibility of aliens seeking
entry into the country, registers and monitors
those who gain entry, deports, and re-patriates
undesirable ones.

RENATO D. BERMEJO

DANTE A. GIERRAN

Administrator

Director

Land Registration Authority (LRA)

National Bureau of Investigation (NBI)

Issues decrees of registration and certiﬁcates
of titles; and registers documents, patents
and other land transactions for the beneﬁt
of landowners.

Investigates important and high proﬁle crimes,
provides crime laboratory and scientiﬁc services
and acts as national clearing house of criminal
records.

BERNADETTE C. ONGOCO

ELPIDIO J. VEGA

OIC Executive Director

Government Corporate Counsel

Office for Alternative Dispute
Resolution (OADR)

Office of the Government Corporate
Counsel (OGCC)

Promotes the resolution of disputes or
controversies, other than by adjudication of
a presiding judge of a court or an ofﬁcer of
a government agency; accredits neutral third
parties who participate and assist in the
resolution of issues.

Provides legal services to GOCCs, their
subsidiaries, other corporate off-springs and
government-acquired asset corporations.

JOSE C. CALIDA

MANUEL G. CO

Solicitor General

Administrator

Office of the Solicitor General (OSG)

Parole and Probation Administration
(PPA)

Represents the Government in criminal and
civil proceedings.

Provides a less costly alternative to
imprisonment of offenders who are likely to
respond to individualized community-based
treatment programs.

REYNOLD S. MUNSAYAC

PERSIDA V. RUEDA-ACOSTA

Acting Chairman

Chief Public Attorney

Presidential Commission on Good
Government (PCGG)

Public Attorney’s Office (PAO)

Facilitates the recovery of ill-gotten wealth.
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Provides free legal assistance to indigent
persons or to the immediate members of
their families in civil, administrative, labor,
and criminal cases.

THE WORKFORCE

Communications Division

Ofﬁce of Undersecretary Markk L. Perete
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